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WHAT IS A PULSE DETONATION ENGINE?

-Propulsion system using detonation waves to combust fuel and oxidizer 

-The PDE detonation is ignited in a smaller chamber by a “pre-detonator” to reduce DDT distance 
within the tube 

--Shchelkin spiral helps to reduce DDT distance as well 

-The pre-detonator is a smaller detonation tube using the same fuel and oxidizer gases. This 
process is used to ignite the larger detonation through introducing a high energy over-driven 
detonation into the main tube.  



WHAT IS DDT DISTANCE?

https://propulsiontech.wordpress.com/
on-pdes/



WHY DO WE STUDY THEM? 

▸ An ideal PDE has a thermodynamic efficiency higher than a 
turbine engine because a detonation wave rapidly 
compresses the mixture and adds heat at ~constant volume

Thermal efficiency 
improves by more than 
15% and as much as 10 to 
40% improvement in Isp [2] 

Figure 1. Ideal cycle analyst T-s diagram, adapted from [1]

Humphrey cycle- heat 
addition at constant 
volume 



BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
▸ First tube is filled with fuel 

and oxidizer mixture 

▸ Ignited at closed end 

▸ Initiates a deflagration that 
propagates down the tube 

▸ Deflagration travels down 
tube- accelerating 

▸ Turbulent flame reaches 
local speed of sound in the 
mixture 

▸ Flame front transitions to 
detonation 

▸ Purge combustion products



BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
▸ Possibility of eliminating the purge step, or decreasing its 

frequency increases the viability of future applications of pulse 
detonation engines 

▸ Eliminating this step creates an environment where fuel-oxidizer 
mixtures are subject to mixing and dilution with exhaust 
products  

▸ Knowing the operation constraints of a pulse detonation engine 
under these diluted conditions is important to the design and 
evaluation of these devices and their future applications. 

PDE Set-Up



EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS

▸ Fuels- C3H8,CH4 and H2 

▸ Oxidizers- N2O, O2 

▸ Concentrations metered through sonic orifices 

▸ Diluents- Combustion products or inert gas N2



EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS

-Velocities measured between photodiodes at known 
locations 

-2 pairs of photodiodes 

-When deflagration or detonation front passes the 
photodiodes, the voltage change is recorded by the 
data acquisition system 

-Sampling rate of 500 kHz



DILUTION EXPERIMENT MODIFICATIONS
‣ Used existing set up for detonation but added inlet for dilution gases 

‣ Lengthened tube after recorded data that seemed to be just catching deflagration 

‣ Also added more sturdy spiral 

‣ Added extra set of photodiodes for more known locations 

‣ Added purge cycle for repeatability 

‣ Redesigned suppressor 



PRELIMINARY RESULTS

▸ Laminar flame speed calculations 
have been conducted using a 
chemical kinetic model developed 
by Nano Energy lab at Stanford 

▸ Concentrations were selected to 
match heat capacity of  N2 to isolate 
differences between dilution effects 
and chemical kinetic effects 

▸ Shown here, N2 has no chemical 
kinetic effect on laminar flame speed 

▸ CO2  may reduce detonation 
velocities due to both dilution and 
chemical kinetics



PRELIMINARY RESULTS

‣ Tests have been completed using C3H8, as fuel and 
N2O  as an oxidizer.  

‣ Baseline of the detonation velocity in the current set-up 
with no dilution.  

‣ CO2 as a diluent as well as with N2 as a diluent 

‣ The analysis code for the velocity data has not proven 
to be as accurate as hoped so not enough analysis has 
been done to determine any quantitative trends. 

‣ Noticeable difference in detonation velocity between 
different concentrations of these diluents and between 
the effects of the diluents themselves 

‣ Work is currently being done to find a better way to 
analyze the data collected from the pressure 
transducers, thermocouples, and photodiodes 



LOOKING FORWARD

▸ Still a lot of work that needs to be done 

▸ Trends in different gasses and concentrations during the same day for 
repeatability 

▸ Test different fuels 

▸ Different diluents-isolate the differences between gases.  

▸ Analysis at all stages of the experiment will help to develop trends within the data.  

▸ Important in evaluating the operating constraints of detonation combustion 
devices.  

▸ Crucial for further research and development of pulse detonation engines, and 
pressure gain combustion as a whole.
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